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Measurement of the x (2) tensor of GdCa4O(BO3)3
and YCa4O(BO3)3 crystals
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Using the separated-beam method, we have measured the full second-order nonlinear optical tensors of the
crystals GdCa4O(BO3)3 and YCa4O(BO3)3 . Our d tensors (d 5 x (2)/2) differ from those of previous reports
but give nearly the same values of deff for type-I doubling of 1064-nm light. However, for other wavelengths
or for type-II doubling, our tensors give values for deff distinctly different from the alternative tensors.
© 2005 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The recently developed nonlinear optical crystals
GdCa4O(BO3)3 (GCOB) and YCa4O(BO3)3 (YCOB) fea-
ture easy crystal growth of both pure and rare-earth-
doped crystals, high optical transparency, and moderately
high nonlinearity. A number of papers have described
the linear and nonlinear optical properties of these crys-
tals, including the presentation of several Sellmeier equa-
tions that parameterize the refractive indices,1–7 and both
deff for various propagation directions and complete or
partial d tensors, measured by frequency-doubling
1064-nm light.5–11 The d tensors were also calculated
with molecular orbital theory.11,12 In this paper we re-
port new measurements of the refractive indices nx , ny ,
and nz at 1064 and 532 nm, as well as measurements of
the complete d tensors for both GCOB and YCOB.

Both GCOB and YCOB belong to the crystal-symmetry
point group m, meaning the unit cell is a right prism in
which one crystallographic axis, labeled b by convention,
is normal to the mirror symmetry plane containing the
other two axes, a and c. This symmetry implies that the
principal optical frame @x, y, z#, in which the dielectric
tensor is diagonal, has one of its axes aligned parallel to b.
Further, class-m symmetry allows the three dielectric ten-
sor elements to be unequal, meaning crystals of this class
are biaxial. For both YCOB and GCOB, it happens to be
the y axis that is aligned with b, where we adhere to the
convention nx , ny , nz . Additional conventions for
class-m crystals are that the angle between the a and c
axes is greater than 90° and that c , a. For GCOB,
0740-3224/2005/020417-09$15.00 ©
(a, b, c) 5 (0.808, 1.598, 0.355) nm, whereas, for YCOB,
(a, b, c) 5 (0.805, 1.590, 0.352) nm. The measured
angle between the a and the c axes is 101.2° for YCOB2

and 101.3° for GCOB.7

The orientation of the x and z axes relative to the a and
c axes is not fixed by class-m crystal symmetry and can
change with wavelength, temperature, and other external
influences. However, we observed no change in the ori-
entation for either crystal between the two wavelengths
involved in our measurements, 1064 and 532 nm. This is
supported by the measurements of Segonds et al.2 who
found no change in orientation over the wavelength range
400 nm , l , 2400 nm in YCOB. Umemura et al.13 do
report a small, wavelength-dependent change with tem-
perature for YCOB, but it is only a few microradians per
degree Kelvin, too small to affect our measurements or to
be of practical significance in wavelength-conversion ap-
plications. The measured angles between the a and c
crystallographic axes and the x and z optical frame are
/az 5 24.7° and /cx 5 13.5° for YCOB2 and /az 5 26°,
/cx 5 15° for GCOB.7 The relative orientations of the
crystallographic frames @a, b, c# and the principal opti-
cal frames @x, y, z# are diagrammed in Fig. 1.

The d tensors characterizing the second-order nonlin-
earity of GCOB and YCOB have the form shown in Fig. 2.
This form is implied by crystal symmetry and applies to
all class-m crystals in which the y axis is parallel to b.
The d tensor has ten independent elements. If we im-
pose Kleinman symmetry, which asserts near equality for
elements with permuted subscripts, there are six inde-
2005 Optical Society of America
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pendent elements. Most recent measurements of the d
tensor measured only a few of the elements on the basis of
Maker fringe methods or measuring deff along a few
phase-matching directions. Only Wang et al.10 at-
tempted to evaluate all six elements for both crystals.
Their derivation of d was based on adjusting the indi-
vidual tensor elements to fit measured values of deff for
type-I doubling 1064-nm light over a range of phase-
matching angles. In contrast to this indirect deduction of
d, we have directly and independently measured all ten of
the coefficients for both YCOB and GCOB by using the
separated-beams method.14–16 We will compare our mea-
sured d tensor with other reported values, and we will use
it to compute deff along various phase-matching directions
for comparison with measurements reported in the litera-
ture.

When the orientation of the optical frame is wave-
length independent, as it is for GCOB and YCOB, the loci
of phase-matching angles form symmetric loops around
each of the twin optic axes, which lie in the xz plane or
around one of the principal axes, x, y, or z. In Fig. 1 we
show as a dashed curve the loci of phase-matching direc-
tions for type-I frequency doubling of 1064-nm light in
YCOB. It loops around the x axis and is symmetric on
reflection in any of the principal planes. For the sake of

Fig. 1. Diagram of relation between the crystallographic axis
system a, b, c and the optical principal axis system x, y, z. The
dashed curve shows the loci of phase-matching angles for type-I
doubling of 1064-nm light in YCOB. For clarity only the x . 0
hemisphere of propagation directions is shown. The mirror im-
age of the dashed curve in the yz plane forms the set of phase-
matching directions in the x , 0 hemisphere.

Fig. 2. Form of the d tensor for YCOB and GCOB. The solid
lines connect elements that are measured with various crystal
cuts, as labeled. The dashed lines connect elements that are
equal under Kleinman symmetry.
clarity, we do not show the companion loop around the 2x
axis because it corresponds to reversal of the direction of
propagation of all three waves, which affects neither the
refractive indices, and thus the phase-matching angles,
nor the magnitude of deff . The symmetry on reflection in
the a –c plane inherent to class-m crystals means the
nonlinear coefficient is unchanged on reflection of the
propagation vector in the a –c plane. That is, if ky
→ 2ky , deff is unchanged, so we need concern ourselves
with only the right-hand half of the phase-matching loop,
where ky . 0. The lack of crystal symmetry between the
upper (kz . 0) and the lower (kz , 0) right-hand octants
means that deff is not symmetric in the two octants, im-
plying that complete characterization of deff requires that
we specify it in both octants. One of these octants is ad-
jacent to either the positive or the negative a axis, and the
other is adjacent to either the positive or the negative c
axis. We refer to these octants as the a or c octant.
Similar arguments apply to phase-matching loops for
other mixing processes that encircle the optic axes or the
y or z axes. In each case, a octants and c octants have
different nonlinearities. This means that in calculating
deff it is essential that the propagation direction relative
to the @a, b, c# frame be known. We will see that this
requirement also applies to our measurements based on
the separated-beams method.

2. CRYSTAL GROWTH
The YCOB and GCOB crystals were grown by Czochralski
pulling with a ^010&-oriented seed in a 100-mm diameter,
100-mm-high iridium crucible. Flowing nitrogen pro-
vided a neutral atmosphere. GCOB has perfect congru-
ent melting behavior so Czochralski pulling is a suitable
growth method, but YCOB has a miscibility gap in the liq-
uid phase according to Klimm et al.17 Nevertheless, if
the cooling rate is sufficiently slow, with adequate mixing
of the melt, the Czochralski method yields pure YCOB.
Typical pulling and rotation rates were 1 mm/h and 25
rpm for GCOB and 3 mm/h and 25 rpm for YCOB. Typi-
cal crystal sizes were 50 mm in diameter and 60–120 mm
in length. Postgrowth annealing under atmosphere at
1250 °C for 24 h eliminated internal stress, resulting in
crack-free crystals of good optical quality.

3. MEASUREMENT METHOD
We described the separated-beams method in earlier
papers.14–16 It permits straightforward measurement of
the entire nonlinear tensor, including the relative signs of
the coefficients. Briefly, we use three samples of both
YCOB and GCOB cut for propagation along the three
principal axes, x, y, and z. The input face is normal to
the principal axis, but the output face is tilted approxi-
mately 30° from normal with the tilt lying in one of the
principal planes. When a single fundamental beam is in-
cident on the input face, as many as five second-harmonic
beams emerge, angularly separated by the prism effect of
the tilted exit face. We measure two of them, known as
the free waves, which are polarized along the two eigen-
polarization directions. For example, in the y-cut sample
the two free waves are polarized parallel to the x and z
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axes. The strength of each free wave varies with the po-
larization angle of the linearly polarized fundamental
beam. In the case of GCOB and YCOB the x-polarized
free wave has interfering contributions from dxxx , dxzz ,
and dxxz , as indicated in Fig. 2 by the lines labeled y cut
that connect these elements. The dxxx term contributes
with a strength proportional to the square of the x com-
ponent of the fundamental electric field, the dxzz contri-
bution is proportional to the square of the z component of
the fundamental field, and the dxzx contribution is propor-
tional to the product of the x and z components of the fun-
damental field. By measurement of the strength of the
x-polarized second-harmonic free wave as the polarization
angle of the fundamental polarization is rotated through
180°, the strengths of the three contributions can be indi-
vidually determined, including their relative signs. Note
that if only the optical frame is used to orient the sample
without knowledge of the crystallographic frame the sign
of the dxzx contribution is ambiguous. One can remove
this ambiguity by locating the a axis and noting whether
this term contributes constructively or destructively
when the fundamental field is polarized along the a axis.
This satisfies the requirement stated earlier that the po-
larization directions must be related to the crystallo-
graphic axes for the relative signs of the coefficients to be
meaningful.

From Fig. 2 it is apparent that by using both the y-cut
and the z-cut samples we can find the relative values of
each element of the first row of d, including their relative
signs. Similarly, using both the y-cut and the x-cut
samples, we can find the relative values of each element
of the last row. The values of the two coefficients on the
second row can be individually measured with the x-cut
(dyyz) and z-cut (dyxy) samples. The dashed lines in the
figure connect pairs of elements that are equal under
Kleinman symmetry, and it is a safe assumption that both
members of each pair have the same sign. This allows us
to connect the signs of all elements. Note that elements
dxxx and dzzz are measured twice. This redundancy,
along with comparisons of elements that are nearly equal
by Kleinman symmetry, means that each element is mea-
sured twice, providing a check on the measurement qual-
ity. Our dijk values are put on an absolute scale by com-
parison with the dzxy element of the KDP crystal, which
has a consensus value18 of 0.39 pm/V.

The strength of the contribution to a free wave from
each tensor element is proportional to constants that we
call Nijk . These can be computed from the refractive in-
dices of the fundamental and harmonic waves plus the
exit face angle. Most importantly, these terms are pro-
portional to the inverse of the phase-velocity mismatch,
Dk 5 k2v 2 kv1

2 kv2
, which is proportional to the small

difference between refractive indices and which is a major
contributor to the measurement uncertainty. We mea-
sure the refractive indices by measuring the refraction
angles of the (up to) five second-harmonic beams. Our
results are listed in Table 1. Among the numerous Sell-
meier equations in the literature for these crystals, we
find the best agreement with that published by Aka
et al.,7 whose values are also listed in the table. On the
basis of the precision with which we can measure the exit
face angles and the beam refraction angles, we expect the
uncertainties in the indices to be approximately 60.0003,
and this is verified by comparison of the twin measure-
ments of each index from two different crystal samples.

4. GCOB MEASUREMENT
A. y-Cut Crystal
This crystal sample is cut for propagation along the y
axis. The input face is normal to the y axis, and the exit
face is tilted by 29.941° in the xy plane. This sample
generates two second-harmonic free waves, one x polar-
ized and the other z polarized. The x-polarized free wave
has contributions from tensor elements dxxx , dxzz , and
dxxz , and the energy of this free wave depends on the po-
larization angle of the fundamental c according to

Fx 5 CU1
2udxxxNxxx cos2~ c! 1 dxzzNxzz sin2~ c!

1 dxxzNxxz sin~2c!u2, (1)

where the N’s are constants that depend on the refractive
indices and the exit face angle, U1 is the fundamental
pulse energy, and C is a constant, common to all of our
measurements, that depends on the pulse duration and
beam diameter of the input fundamental light. Simi-
larly, the z-polarized free wave is given by

Fz 5 CU1
2udzxxNzxx cos2~ c! 1 dzzzNzzz sin2~ c!

1 dzxzNzxz sin~2c!u2. (2)

These measurements are calibrated against the
z-polarized free wave from the reference KDP crystal that
is cut for propagation along x 5 y. The z-polarized free-
wave energy for KDP is

Fz 5 CU1
2udzxyNzxy cos2~ c!u2, (3)
Table 1. Measured Refractive Indices of YCOB and GCOB

Crystal Sample nx (1064 nm) nx (532 nm) ny (1064 nm) ny (532 nm) nz (1064 nm) nz (532 nm)

GCOB (x cut) 1.7055 1.7277 1.7143 1.7367
GCOB ( y cut) 1.6810 1.7015 1.7145 1.7369
GCOB (z cut) 1.6812 1.7015 1.7059 1.7276
Sellmeier7 1.6806 1.7010 1.7048 1.7272 1.7138 1.7362

YCOB (x cut) 1.6975 1.7192 1.7081 1.7302
YCOB ( y cut) 1.6670 1.6864 1.7081 1.7302
YCOB (z cut) 1.6673 1.6867 1.6980 1.7196
Sellmeier7 1.6669 1.6861 1.6979 1.7191 1.7080 1.7299
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Fig. 3. Pulse energy of x-polarized second-harmonic free wave
versus polarization angle of the fundamental for the y-cut GCOB
sample. The quarter-wave plate is removed so that the funda-
mental light is polarized linearly at the crystal. The polariza-
tion angle c is measured from the positive x axis toward the posi-
tive z axis.

Fig. 4. Pulse energy of x-polarized second-harmonic free wave
versus polarization angle of the fundamental light incident on
the quarter-wave plate for the y-cut GCOB sample.
and we use the standard value of 0.39 pm/V for dzxy .
To extract the values of the individual dijk values for

GCOB, we measure the free-wave energy as the polariza-
tion angle of the linearly polarized fundamental light is
rotated through 180° by use of a half-wave plate. A curve
of free-wave energies is shown in Fig. 3. We fit these
data with a function of the form

Fx 5 uA cos2~ c 1 e! 1 B sin2~ c 1 e! 1 C sin~2c

1 2e!u2. (4)

The e is included to account for a small offset of c relative
to the x and z directions. Unfortunately, for this particu-
lar functional form the fit parameters A, B, C, and e are
ambiguous. There is no unique value of e that gives the
best fit. We could resolve this by measuring e directly,
but, instead, we chose to insert a quarter-wave plate just
before the crystal with its fast and slow axes aligned
along the crystal sample’s x and z axes. For a wave plate
with exactly one-quarter wave retardation, aligned ex-
actly with the crystal axes, the measured free-wave en-
ergy would have the form

Fx 5 uA cos2~ c 1 e! 2 B sin2~ c 1 e!u2

1 uC sin~2c 1 2e!u2, (5)

where c is the polarization angle of the fundamental light
before the quarter-wave plate. In practice, we must al-
low for imperfect retardation and alignment, in which
case the functional form we use is

Fx 5 uAE1
2~ c! 1 BE2

2~ c! 1 2CE1~ c!E2~ c!u2, (6)

where

E1~ c! 5 cos~g!cos~ c 1 e! 2 i exp~id!sin~g!sin~ c 1 e!,
(7)

E2~ c! 5 sin~g!cos~ c 1 e! 1 i exp~id!cos~g!sin~ c 1 e!.
(8)

The e accounts for a small offset in c before the quarter-
wave plate, d accounts for a small error in the quarter-
wave plate retardation, and g accounts for a small mis-
alignment between the quarter-wave plate axes and the
crystal axes. The value of d is consistently approxi-
mately 2°, and the values of g and e are typically less than
Table 2. Measured Values of dijk Terms for Frequency-Doubling 1064-nm Lighta

Crystal Sample dxxx dxyy dyyx dxzz dzxz dxxz dzxx dyyz dzyy dzzz

GCOB x cut 1.66
60.043

1.67
60.037

21.18
60.028

GCOB y cut 0.27
60.022

20.58
60.018

20.61
60.024

20.36
60.023

20.32
60.017

21.21
60.028

GCOB z cut 0.29
60.025

0.21
60.035

0.23
60.025

YCOB x cut 1.62
60.039

1.62
60.036

21.19
60.035

YCOB y cut 20.59
60.020

20.30
60.016

21.20
60.035

YCOB z cut 0.155
60.012

0.235
60.024

0.24
60.023

a In picometers per volt.
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2° but variable from measurement to measurement be-
cause of slight misalignments introduced when the crys-
tal and wave plate are removed and replaced. In Fig. 4
we show the measured free-wave energies and a fit by us-
ing a function of this form. This measurement returns
the magnitudes of A, B, and C, but the sign of C is am-
biguous. To determine this sign, we use the measure-
ment described above without the quarter-wave plate.

For a reliable measurement, it is necessary to verify
that the input face is normal to the y axis and to locate
the a axis. If the input face were tilted slightly in the yz
plane, the nominally z-polarized light would contain a
small y component, meaning the dxyy coefficient would in-
terfere with the dxzz coefficient in generating the
x-polarized free wave. Similarly, the z-polarized free
wave would have unwanted contributions from dyxy and
dzyy . The quality and consistency of the functional fits
to the data provide one check on the crystal alignment.
We use x-ray diffraction to provide a second check and to
locate the a axis. Our x-ray measurement confirms that
the orientation of the input face of the y-cut GCOB
sample is normal to the b (5y) axis within the 0.5° preci-
sion of the measurement and also indicates that the a
axis lies in the range c . 90° in which we find that the
interference of the dxxz term contribution in Eq. (4) is con-
structive. The results listed in Table 2 on the row labeled
GCOB y cut summarize the values of dxxx , dxzz , and dxxz
we derived from the x-polarized free wave, plus the values
of dzxx , dzzz , and dzxz we derived from the z-polarized
free wave. The pairs connected by Kleinman symmetry
are dxzz and dzxz , which have independently measured
values of 20.58 and 20.61 pm/V, and dxxz and dzxx ,
which have independently measured values of 20.36 and
20.32 pm/V. If we assume that Kleinman symmetry
holds, and there is no reason to doubt it in this case, the
consistency of these values support the assigned uncer-
tainties listed in Table 2.

B. x-Cut Crystal
The input face of the x-cut GCOB crystal is normal to the
x axis, and the exit face is tilted by 30.037° in the xy
plane. There are two free waves polarized along y and z.
The y-polarized free-wave energy has the form

Fy 5 CU1
2udyyzNyyz sin~2c!u2, (9)

whereas the z-polarized free wave has the form

Fz 5 CU1
2udzzzNzzz sin2~ c! 1 dzyyNzyy cos2~ c!u2.

(10)

The magnitude of dyyz is determined from the y-polarized
free wave, but its sign is not, whereas the magnitudes and
relative signs of dzzz and dzyy are found from the
z-polarized free wave. No quarter-wave plate is needed
for this crystal sample because the functional fits to the
measured free-wave energies are unambiguous. The val-
ues of dyyz and dzyy , which are equal by Kleinman sym-
metry, have measured values of 1.66 and 1.67 pm/V. It is
not necessary to know the precise orientation of the crys-
tallographic axes in analyzing these results. Location of
the a axis is not needed, and, because of the relatively
large values of the three d coefficients involved compared
with those that would interfere in the case of imperfect
alignment, the sensitivity of the results to slight devia-
tions of the input face normal from the x axis is reduced.
Nevertheless, we measured the face normal by using
x-ray diffraction and found it to be normal to the x axis
within the measurement precision of approximately 0.5°.

C. z-Cut Crystal
The input face of this sample is nominally normal to the z
axis, and the exit face is tilted by 30.1335° in the xz
plane. There are two free waves, an x-polarized wave
with the form

Fx 5 CU1
2udxxxNxxx cos2~ c! 1 dxyyNxyy sin2~ c!u2

(11)

and a y-polarized wave with the form

Fy 5 CU1
2udyyxNyyx sin~2c!u2. (12)

Location of the a axis is not needed in deriving these co-
efficients. The orientation of the input face normal is
checked by x-ray diffraction and found to be aligned with
the z axis within measurement precision. However, a
small tilt in the zx plane will, in effect, mix some of the
large dzxx coefficient into the dxxx coefficient without
changing the form of the c dependence. Similarly, the
dyzy coefficient will interfere with the dyxy coefficient.
Consequently, the uncertainties we quote for dxxx and
dyxy are relatively large compared with those for the other
coefficients. Small tilts in the yz plane, on the other
hand, are detectable because they would change the form
of the angular dependence of the free-wave energy, so we
are confident such tilts are negligible.

5. YCOB MEASUREMENT
A. y-Cut Crystal
Our x-ray measurements indicate that the entrance face
normal of this sample is parallel to the y axis within mea-
surement limits. The exit face is tilted by 30.1345° in the
xy plane. The measurements and analysis for this
sample parallel those for the GCOB y-cut sample de-
scribed above, with the exception that for YCOB the
phase mismatch for the dxxz term is small, making it dif-
ficult to pick out the relatively small contributions from
the dxxx and dxzz terms. For this reason, we do not re-
port measurements based on the x-polarized free wave.
However, the z-polarized free wave is analyzed, and its
three contributing coefficients are reported. We derive
values of dzxz , dzxx , and dzzz for YCOB that are nearly
identical to those we measured for GCOB, as may be seen
from Table 2.

B. x-Cut Crystal
Our x-ray measurements indicate that the normal to the
entrance face of this sample is parallel to the x axis within
measurement error. The exit face is tilted by 30.3137° in
the xy plane. The measurements and analysis parallel
those of the x-cut GCOB crystal, and our measured values
of dyyz , dzyy , and dzzz are identical to those we measured
for GCOB within our measurement errors.
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Table 3. Comparison of Measured dijk Terms for Frequency-Doubling 1064-nm Light in GCOBa

Reference dxxx dxyy /dyyx dxzz /dzxz dxxz /dzxx dyyz /dzyy dzzz

This paper 0.28 0.212/0.228 20.58/20.61 20.36/20.32 1.66/1.67 21.20
Wang10 0 0.27 20.85 0.2 2.23 21.87
Aka7 — 0.33 20.87 — 2.4 —
Adams8 — 0.22 6 0.05 — — 1.72 6 0.13 —
Chen12 (GAUSSIAN) 0.04 0.128 20.17 0.148 0.74 20.92
Chen12 (CNDO) 0.05 0.166 20.22 0.162 1.0 21.14

a In picometers per volt.

Table 4. Comparison of Measured dijk Terms for Frequency-Doubling 1064-nm Light in YCOBa

Reference dxxx dxyy /dyyx dxzz /dzxz dxxz /dzxx dyyz /dzyy dzzz

This paper 0.155 0.235/0.24 20.59/20.59 20.30/20.30 1.62/1.62 21.20
Wang10 0 0.24 20.73 0.41 2.35 21.6
Aka7 — 0.34 20.71 — 2.03 —
Adams8 — 0.26 6 0.04 — — 1.69 6 0.17 —
Chen11 (measured) — — — — 1.36 20.93
Chen11 (GAUSSIAN) 20.104 20.015 20.253 0.12 0.757 21.02
Chen11 (CNDO) 0.056 0.128 20.186 0.151 1.081 21.236

a In picometers per volt.
C. z-Cut Crystal
This crystal is nominally cut for propagation along the z
axis. However, x-ray measurements indicate that the
normal to the input face is tilted by 2.5° from the z axis in
the yz plane. We confirmed this by positioning the crys-
tal between crossed polarizers such that a white-light
beam propagated parallel to the input face along the x
axis. The crystal was rotated to find the best extinction,
and the resulting angle between the input face and the
polarization axis verified the tilt of the input face relative
to the principal axes. The angle between the entrance
and the exit faces is 30.065° with the tilt lying in the xz
plane. We compensated for the miscut entrance face by
tilting the crystal slightly so the fundamental beam
propagated along the z axis. This should have little ef-
fect on the measurement accuracy if the exit angle is ad-
justed in the calculation of Nyyz . The result is a set of
measured dxxx , dxyy , and dyyx values with small uncer-
tainties. Kleinman symmetry implies equality of dxyy
and dyyx , and this is confirmed by our measured values.
The measurement of dxxx is relatively unaffected by the
crystal misalignment because both the fundamental and
the harmonic waves are x polarized and the corrective tilt
is in the yz plane. The primary effect of misalignment is
to slightly change the exit angle, which we take into ac-
count in calculating Nxxx . We find dxxx 5 0.155 pm/V for
YCOB compared with a value of 0.28 pm/V for GCOB.

6. COMPARISON WITH OTHER
MEASUREMENTS
Tables 3 and 4 compare our d tensors with previously re-
ported values for GCOB and YCOB. We will briefly sum-
marize the methods and results of previous measure-
ments and computations.
A. GCOB
Aka et al.7 made absolute measurements of deff by using
type-I, phase-matched frequency doubling of a cw
1064-nm laser along two phase-matching directions lying
in the xz principal plane. Their measurements do not
rely on comparisons with a reference crystal but, instead,
carefully characterize the fundamental beam and use ac-
cepted theories for second-harmonic generation of focused
beams in the presence of walk-off.19 They report deff
5 0.48 pm/V along the direction (u 5 19.7°, f 5 0°) and
deff 5 1.1 pm/V along the direction (u 5 19.7°, f
5 180°), indicating a larger value for the a octant than
for the c octant. Type-I mixing in this case implies a
y-polarized fundamental beam produces a second-
harmonic beam polarized in the xz plane. Using the ex-
pression for deff in the xz plane,

deff 5 dxyy cos~u 1 r!cos f 2 dzyy sin~u 1 r!, (13)

gives dxyy 5 0.33 and dzyy 5 2.4. The same paper re-
ports a similar measurement along the direction (u
5 90°, f 5 46°) by use of a z-polarized fundamental to
generate harmonic light polarized in the xy plane. The
measured value of deff 5 0.63 pm/V, and the expression
for deff in the xy plane is

deff 5 dxzz sin~f 1 r!, (14)

from which dxzz 5 0.87 pm/V. These values are consis-
tently approximately 50% larger than ours, but we can of-
fer no explanation for the difference. They also report
deff 5 0.80 pm/V along the direction (u 5 67°, f 5 46°)
and deff 5 1.8 pm/V along the direction (u 5 67°, f
5 134°). These measurements cannot be used to find
individual dijk values, but they can be compared with val-
ues computed from our measured d tensor. They are
larger than ours by approximately 35%.
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Wang et al.10 measured deff for phase-matched doubling
of 1064-nm light along nine different phase-matching di-
rections. Their measurements are calibrated by com-
parison with doubling in a KTP crystal. Their deff values
are plotted in Fig. 5. From these nine values of deff , they
deduced the individual tensor elements listed in Table 3.
The value for dzyy in their report appears to have its sign
reversed in a typographical error so we have corrected it
in Table 3. We note that the same coefficient for YCOB
has the correct sign in their paper.

Fig. 5. Calculated values of deff for type-I frequency doubling of
1064-nm light in GCOB. The solid curve is calculated with our
d tensor, and the dashed curve is 0.73 3 deff computed with
Wang’s d tensor.10 Note that we reversed the sign of dzyy in
Wang’s tensor, as discussed in the text. The symbols indicate
the measured values of Adams et al.8 and the adjusted values of
Wang et al.10

Fig. 6. Calculated values of deff for type-I frequency doubling of
1064-nm light in YCOB. The solid curve is calculated with use
of our d tensor, and the dashed curve is 0.73 3 deff computed
with Wang’s d tensor.10 The symbols indicate the measured val-
ues of Adams et al.8 and the adjusted values from Wang et al.10

and Chen et al.11
Adams et al.8 measured deff for phase-matched dou-
bling of 1064-nm light in GCOB with calibration against
similar measurements in KTP. They find deff
5 0.78 pm/V along (u 5 20°, f 5 0°) and 0.38 pm/V
along (u 5 160°, f 5 0°). Evidently the orientation of
their optical axis system relative to the crystallographic
axis system is different from the customary one because
deff is larger for (u 5 20°, f 5 0°) than for
(u5 160°, f 5 0°). Despite this difference, it is still
possible to find the relative magnitudes of dxyy and dzyy
from their information. It indicates udxyyu 5 0.22
6 0.05 pm/V and udzyyu 5 1.72 6 0.13 pm/V. These are
in good agreement with our values.

Chen et al.12 used two molecular orbital calculation
programs, CNDO and GAUSSIAN 92, to compute the coeffi-
cients listed in Table 3. Overall, their results correlate
reasonably with ours, but the discrepancy for individual
elements is quite large.

B. YCOB
Aka et al.7 measured deff values along four type-I phase-
matching directions for doubling 1064-nm light. They re-
ported deff 5 0.78 pm/V for (u 5 31.7°, f 5 0°), deff
5 1.35 pm/V for (u 5 31.7°, f 5 180°), deff 5 0.39 pm/V
for (u 5 90°, f 5 35.3°), and deff 5 1.82 pm/V for (u
5 114°, f 5 145°). From that information they de-
duced dxzz 5 20.71 pm/V, dxyy 5 0.34 pm/V, and dzyy
5 2.03 pm/V. Like their GCOB results, these dijk val-
ues are significantly larger than ours.

Adams et al.8 measured deff for type-I frequency dou-
bling of 1064-nm light in the xy principal plane of YCOB
by using KTP as the calibration reference. They found
deff 5 1.12 pm/V along (u 5 33°, f 5 0°) and deff
5 0.69 pm/V along (u 5 147°, f 5 0°). As noted for
GCOB, their optical axis system is oriented relative to the
crystallographic system in a nonstandard way, but we can
say that their values imply udxyyu 5 0.26 6 0.04 pm/V
and udzyyu 5 1.69 6 0.17 pm/V. They concluded that
YCOB, GCOB, and LCOB have identical dxyy coefficients
and identical dzyy coefficients within their measurement
error.

Chen et al.11 used a Maker fringe method for second-
harmonic generation of 1064-nm light to measure dxxx
' 0.0 pm/V, dzzz 5 60.93 pm/V, dzyy 5 61.36 pm/V,
dxyy ' 0.0 pm/V, dxzz ! 1 pm/V, and dzxx ! 1 pm/V.
They calibrated their measurements against LiB3O5 .
The same paper reports measurements of deff along vari-
ous phase-matching directions, calibrated against KTP
nonlinearity. We have adjusted their values by using im-
proved values for deff of KTP20 to give deff 5 0.77 pm/V
along (u 5 32°, f 5 0°), deff 5 0.76 pm/V along (u
5 32°, f 5 9°), deff 5 1.03 pm/V along (u 5 64.5°, f
5 35.5°), deff 5 0.96 pm/V along (u 5 66.8°, f
5 35.4°), deff 5 1.03 pm/V along (u 5 113.2°, f
5 35.4°), and deff 5 1.10 pm/V along (u 5 115.5°, f
5 35.5°). They also used the molecular orbital models
CNDO and GAUSSIAN to compute the full d tensor.

Wang et al.10 measured deff along 13 phase-matching
directions for type-I frequency doubling of 1064-nm light.
Their data are plotted in Fig. 6. On the basis of these
values, they deduced the values for the individual tensor
coefficients listed in Table 4.
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C. Discussion
It is clear from a study of Tables 3 and 4 that there are
substantial differences between our results and those of
some previous reports. In most cases the previous d ten-
sors were deduced from measurements of deff along vari-
ous phase-matching directions. It is possible to derive
some of the tensor elements accurately by this method,
but deriving the full tensor is a difficult task if only lim-
ited data are available, as is the case here in which only
type-I doubling of 1064-nm light has been characterized.
These limited data are insufficient to derive unique and
meaningful values for all the d coefficients. For example,
dxxx contributes little to deff in any of these measure-
ments, so its value cannot be derived with much accuracy.
Additionally, the coefficients dzzz and dzxx have nearly
identical contributions as a function of the phase-
matching angle, making it difficult to separate their indi-
vidual contributions. Only a weighted sum of the two
can be deduced. Thus the d tensors derived by Wang
et al.10 may fit the deff data well but still contain substan-
tial errors.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we compare the values of deff computed
by using our d tensor with those computed using Wang’s
tensor and with measured values from the literature.
Figure 1 shows the phase-matching loci for YCOB.
GCOB’s curve is similar. As we discussed earlier, we
need to specify deff in two octants, one adjacent to the a
axis and one adjacent to the c axis. We display deff for
the two octants with y . 0 and specify the location with
the azimuthal angle fx measured about the x axis from
the xy plane toward the xz plane. Negative values of fx
lie in the a octant, and positive values lie in the c octant.
In both Figs. 5 and 6 the solid curves are deff calculated
with our d tensor, and the dashed curves are computed
with Wang’s tensor scaled down by the factor 0.73. The
square symbols represent Wang’s measured deff’s also
scaled down by 0.73; the triangles represent the mea-
sured values of Adams without scaling; and the diamond

Fig. 7. Calculated values of deff for type-II frequency doubling of
1320-nm light in YCOB. The solid curve is calculated with our d
tensor, and the dashed curve is 0.73 3 deff calculated from
Wang’s tensor.10
symbols in Fig. 6 are the measured values of Chen scaled
as described above to account for improved KTP nonlin-
earity values.

It is clear that our d tensor matches the measured val-
ues for deff quite well for both crystals. However, so does
Wang’s. On the other hand, our tensor predicts quite dif-
ferent results from Wang’s for other mixing processes
such as type-II doubling of 1320-nm light, as may be seen
in Fig. 7. The solid curve is calculated from our tensor,
and the dashed curve is calculated from Wang’s tensor
scaled by 0.73. We do not know of any experimental data
to compare with these predictions.
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